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If you need to, you can rent it.
If you have to, you can lease it.

If you rethink, share it 
Supercar Sharing
-Quote from Supercar Sharing 
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Supercar Sharing - The first 
crowdfunding platform for 
supercars.

A community of vehicle collectors, 
enthusiasts and connoisseurs who 
share a common passion - Supercars.
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Supercar Sharing is for people with a special 
sense of community and a passion for extra-
ordinary cars. We have rethought the way of 
economic and sustainable trading with exotic 
vehicles and are now offering, to a community 
of vehicle enthusiasts, the first crowdfunding-
based platform and exchange for supercars.

In short: You become the owner of a sports car 
for a fraction of the purchase price, without 
renting or leasing it and all of this without risk. 
We pride ourselves on exceeding our custo-
mers‘ expectations by providing great service 
and the best of the best in exotic sports cars 
and luxury sedans.

About us



The Rolls-Royce Dawn can be 
purchased proportionally 
via Supercarsharing.ch
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Crowdfunding is the term for crowd 
financing and describes the financing of 
a project or an object via a large num-

ber of people. Crowdfunding is seen as an 
alternative to the usual financing by financial 
institutions.

Supercar Sharing, the world‘s first crowdfun-
ding platform for supercars - focuses exclu-
sively on the category of exceptional vehicles 
for shared use. With us, you also become a 
co-owner of the vehicle. You will learn the ad-
vantages of such financing through our super-
car community on the next few pages.

“An economical and true alternative 
to financing and leasing” 
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Example: McLaren 720S Spider. 
Share price via  Crowdfunding:

CHF 31.900
instead of: CHF 290.000



Sports cars ... Supercars ... For us car enthusi-
asts, this means above all freedom, fun, speed 
and the fulfillment of dreams.

Many of our community have fulfilled their dre-
am of driving a supercar a long time ago and 
would now like to add new vehicles to their col-
lection, while others are about to complete their 
purchase for the first time. Some others see it 
as more rational and not economical enough to 
treat themselves with a supercar.

In terms of insurance, the vacancy in the garage 
and other aspects, it may appear that way. For 
all of you, we have the solution: 
Supercar Sharing 

1 vehicle + 10 owners =
Shared maintenance costs and 

shared costs at a fraction of the 
purchase price

Advantages



Sharing a vehicle requires a slight rethink of 
your economic efficiency and also 
requires a rethink of sole ownership of a 

sports car.

But if you think about it carefully, you will find 
out, that you do not use the vehicle all year 
round. Still the costs continue? 
That‘s why we thought:

This doesn‘t have to be.

That is why in Supercar Sharing, precisely tho-
se people come together for whom community 
thinking, economic efficiency and sustainability 
are no longer an issue. Here are some of the 
benefits. We will go into more detail on the fol-
lowing pages:

You become the co-
owner, not the tenant

Bank-independent 
financing

Savings through cost 
sharing

Sustainable 
commitment

No risk - we 
guarantee that

Easily buy and sell 
shares
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Advantages 2/3

1. You become the owner, not the 
tenant.

You do not rent a supercar here, but 
become a co-owner of a supercar for 
a fraction of the purchase price. Vehic-
les in the category over CHF 200,000 
are often charged with rental costs of 
over CHF 1,000 per day. A week, in-
cluding kilometers, can cost 8,000 - 
10,000 CHF and a month over 25,000 
CHF.

For comparison: With us you 
can purchase a vehicle share 
worth e.g., 25,000 francs and thus 
become a co-owner of the vehicle 
for years.

2. Bank-independent financing - 
No leasing

When leasing: Leasing - is a nice way of describing 
long term rent ... Here, too, you are not the owner, 
but you pay a monthly rate for being able to use 
the vehicle which is owned by the bank. After the 
leasing contract expires, you can return the car, buy 
it or extend the contract. 

Model: Pagani Huayra Roadster



For supercars over CHF 200,000, people from e.g. 
Switzerland like to pay an amount of around CHF 
40,000 in advance, and then contribute over CHF 
2,500 per month to the leasing company over an 
agreed term of 48 months, for example ... Oh yes, 
there would be the effective annual interest rate 
of an average of 4% annually which is added to the 
calculation.

Means that you pay more than CHF 100,000 inclu-
ding the down payment with a term of 48 months 
just to be able to use the vehicle.

For comparison: We could offer such a vehicle with 
5 owners for 45,000 francs or with a maximum of 
10 owners for 22,500 francs.
So, you do not pay a deposit here and there are no 
monthly costs. In addition, when you sell the vehic-
le, you will get your share back, taking into account 
the loss in value of the car.   

3. Savings through cost sharing

You do not bear the full cost of repairs, maintenan-
ce or insurance, but share it with other owners. This 
saves you 5 to 10 times the cost of maintaining and 
insuring the vehicle. 
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Advantages 3/3

4. Sustainable commitment

By thinking and acting together, 
resources are saved and thus our 
footprint in the environment is 
reduced. 
Because of our community, 10 
more vehicles do not burden 
the road traffic, but instead 
only 1 vehicle for 10 people.

5. No risk - 
We guarantee that.

We do not manage the assets 
and do not accept any depo-
sits. We only issue the invoice 
for your share after all owners 
have decided to buy the adver-
tised vehicle. This means that 
you as the buyer and we as the 
operator have no risk.



7. Easily buy and sell your shares

Buy or sell your share via our supercar 
sharing exchange if you want to sell or 
change a vehicle share.
Simply go to „Advertise“
on our website, or contact our customer 
service. In general, we sell a vehicle above a 

threshold where the depreciation increases 
progressively with the number of kilometers 

driven. With our measured values and market 
price indicators for used sports cars, we can de-

termine exactly when the ideal time of sale of a 
vehicle will be reached.

6. You are part of a unique community

You are among like-minded people .... At 
Supercarsharing.ch you become part of a ve-

hicle-enthusiastic community and are among 
like-minded enthusiasts, collectors, entre-
preneurs and people who passionately 
drive extraordinary vehicles and either 
expand their portfolio, or like to co-own 
several supercars want to drive.
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The Procedure



THE PROCEDURE 

In the first step, we are looking for a ma-
ximum of 10 interested parties (ow-
ners) for the selected supercar through 
our community of vehicle enthusiasts. 

These selected people then jointly finan-
ce the vehicle. A reservation fee of 1% of 
the vehicle value applies here, which is 
deducted from the final invoice.

Only after the advertised number of ow-
ners for crowdfunding financing has been 
reached, we do send the final invoice to 
the new owners of the vehicle and then 
buy it through the intermediary partner 
garage with a one-off tranche.

Therefore, as a buyer, you enjoy no risk 
and full transparency.
There is also a well thought-out solution 
for insurance. Instead of insuring each 
owner individually, we guarantee compre-
hensive insurance through Supercar Sha-
ring that fully insures every driver / owner.
 
In the last step, the purchase contract 
with the acquired shares of the individual 
persons is notarized. We take the costs. 
As a buyer, you then have official proof 
and a notarization of the purchase con-
tract, and you are thus certified that you 
are co-owner of the vehicle.
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If several people share a vehicle, how is 
the use of the vehicle regulated? If seve-
ral people share a vehicle, how is the use 

of the vehicle regulated? We solved that in 
a simple way.

We offer long-term parking spaces in se-
cure garages, distributed throughout Swit-
zerland, depending on the location of the 
owner. The car is parked there for shared 
use and is ready to be picked up again. The 
key is stored in a safe or is taken over by a 
24/7 supercar storage service.

We use a digital calendar to arrange who 
will use the vehicle and when. 

There is a calculation for usage based on 
the owner‘s share of the vehicle. Here is an 
example, calculated for a 1 year:

Total days: 365
Vehicle: Rolls-Royce Dawn

Number of owners: E.g. 5 
Days per shareholder: 

365/5 = 73 days

 
Usage



73In this example, each owner is allowed to use the vehicle 73 days a year. You can freely register 
and reserve the vehicle using the digital calendar. So you can reserve the vehicle, for example, 
for special occasions or vacations, but also spontaneously and flexibly.

days of use
w

ith 5 ow
ners



Der Rolls-Royce Dawn
anteilsmässig kaufbar über 
Supercarsharing.ch  
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Partners



Der Rolls-Royce Dawn
anteilsmässig kaufbar über 
Supercarsharing.ch  
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Our supercar sharing network con-
sists of exciting, exclusive and in-
novative partnerships around the 

topic of supercars.

These award-winning companies share 
with us the future-oriented way of super-
car sharing mobility.

We would like to take this opportunity to 
thank our partners in Bern, Lucerne and 
Zurich.

Our team continues to work to ensure 
that our supercar sharing network grows 
and that you benefit from the available 
services in the long term.



Partners

The P791 Residence is the largest car ho-
tel in Switzerland, run by Michèle Ulmann 
and Dominic Beck. 

The luxury car hotel „The Car Residence“ is lo-
cated in Belp near Bern Airport and offers space 
for up to 300 vehicles.

Location-Partner Bern | Swiss

In cooperation with Supercar Sharing, P791 also 
offers services for the maintenance, preparati-
on, care, management and storage of the vehic-
le collection.

Link: www.p791.ch/



The firstcarlounge® houses the best-rated sto-
rage facility in Switzerland for high-quality cars 
and classic cars. Centrally located near Zurich 
and Lucerne, the facilities, each measuring over 
2,700 square meters, are located in Feusisberg 
and Emmen.

Location Partner Lucerne & Zurich 

The completed facility is air-conditioned. In ad-
dition, privacy is a top priority for automobile 
enthusiasts. With firstcarlounge® as a storage 
location, Supercar Sharing has an ideal partner 
for unusual cars in the Lucerne and Zurich area.

 Link: www.firstcarlounge.ch
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Endspurt



Model: Pagani Huayra Roadster
V12 cylinder | 764 hp | 1280 kg | Tempo 100 in 
2.9 seconds | 350 km/h Topspeed
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Your Supercar Sharing team is already looking forward 
to the fulfillment of your automotive dream and is at your 

side as a partner in all your concerns.

Supercar Sharing AG
Supercarsharing.ch
Badenerstrasse 549

8048 Zürich 
Switzerland

 Tel: +41 (0) 79 882 54 77
Mail: office@supercarsharing.ch
Web: www.supercarsharing.ch
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